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Abstract: Perhaps, the reason for insecurity in web applications is the fact that many programmers lack
the correct understanding of secure encryption, so they leave applications in failure. This document
explores a strategy to protect web applications immediately and keep the programmer informed. The
approach is to analyze the source code of the network application in an attempt to find input validation
gaps and introduce corrections within the same code to correct these defects. Investigation of the
configuration of the data extraction component, as well as the experimental look at the tool with a series
of free PHP applications. The tool can be expanded with flaws and key databases; however, this group is
sufficient to show the idea. Designing and implementing WAP protocol will be a difficult task. Unlike our
business, other actions have not attempted to identify and locate errors, but to assess the level of the
program with regard to pervasive flaws and weaknesses. The tool immediately analyzes PHP software, a
kind of data flow analysis. Within the first four positions in the table, there are templates for the decision
tree. These models determine which tree holds the attributes that have the greatest gain for information.
The C4.5 / J48 model analyzes the tree for best results. The K-NN has a much better performance since
the courses are now balanced. However, accuracy and accuracy measures in Kappa show that the Bayes
models are still the worst.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
An essential part of this problem comes from a
weak source code, which is often designed in
insecure languages such as PHP. Therefore, the
proposed approach is related to weak Internet
security applications in the information flow. We
are mainly concerned with server-side applications
that are normally designed in a language such as
PHP, Java or Perl. Classify an incident within the
chapter with the greatest likelihood. Note: NB is a
direct probability classifier according to the
concept of Bayes, in line with the assumption of
conditional autonomy for the probability
distributions of the attributes. [1] Kay-n is
classified as an incident within the type of its
neighbors. LR uses regression analysis to classify
the incident. For the stored XSS, the sterilization
function can be used to add cracks, as well as to
validate the verification process at run time if the
exploitation attempt occurs, increasing the level of
security if this is the case. From these two
categories of security vulnerabilities, a solution is
developed for each harmful entry that will reach a
sensitive aquarium. Therefore, the case is the case
of the flow of information based on language.
Source code analysis tools are an essential source
of vulnerability, but they tend to generate false
positive results and wish to make a great effort for
programmers by manually repairing the code. It
includes the verification of the validity of the data
verification and the implementation of the sensitive
aquarium or based on this verification. Most fixes
are placed under the sensitive sink type instead of,
for example, the route from the access point, to
avoid interference with the other code that
promotes the variable. Sterilization depends on the
sensitive pelvis, that is, on the means by which the
entrance can be used. For SQL, as well as the
MySQL database, PHP offers the
mysql_real_escape_string [2] function. To
summarize the study on the best exercise book, we
must understand what characteristics lead largely to
some weaknesses of the candidates as false
positives. For its purpose, we obtained 32 sets of
false positives from our data and grouped them into




The code parser first parses the PHP source code
and creates AST. Then, it uses tree walkers to
complete the analysis of corruption, that is, to track
whether the data provided by users with input
forms reach sensitive banks without disinfection.
During the analysis, when the variable passed into
a sensitized sink becomes activated, the false
positive factor is then activated to collect the
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attribute vector, leading to the creation of an
incident and classification of the instance as a false
positive or possibly a real weakness. The problem
of fixed analysis is indivisible, relying on data
extraction cannot avoid this surprise, it only
provides the probability results. The tool corrects
the code by introducing corrections, namely
sanitation and validation functions. Tests are used
to verify that corrections actually eliminate
vulnerabilities and do not expose (correct) behavior
to applications. Through this analysis, the code
analyzer creates contaminated code tables and
polluting pathways for individual routines that link
the access routes of sensitive sinks without proper
clearance. The coder selects paths that are
positively positive to indicate that the contaminated
inputs are cleared using the tables and trees
mentioned above [4]. The case study can be
improved by thinking, for example, about the
semantics of string manipulation functions.
However, coding a clearer understanding within a
static analysis tool is difficult and must often be
achieved for each type of vulnerability. We
combine the analysis of corruption, which finds
candidate weaknesses, with data extraction, to
calculate the existence of false positives. To
calculate the existence of false positives, we
introduce a new concept to evaluate when
weaknesses are detected as false positives by
extracting data. To make this assessment, we
measured the characteristics of the code observed
by people to communicate with false positives, and
we used a group of the top three ranking classifiers
to identify each vulnerability as false positive or
otherwise. Acquire attributes in the flow paths of
the weak control of the candidate, and take
advantage of the best 3 computations to calculate
whether the weakness of each candidate is a false
positive or not. Spot Analyzer is really a static
analysis tool running on AST produced with laxer
along with parser, for PHP 5 within our case. In an
incorrect positive state, use the induction rules to
provide the relationship between the attributes that
you have categorized. The patch analyzer indicates
a security vulnerability when the data flow is not
contaminated with the disinfection function before
reaching the sensitive sink. These functions to
manipulate the chain can lead to the clearing of
data flow, however, the corruption analyst does not
have sufficient understanding to change the state of
contaminants to the contaminated, and therefore, if
a vulnerability is identified, it can be a false
positive result. The attack consists of convincing
the consumer by clicking a hyperlink to the
network application, and providing a script that is
reflected through the echo instructions and
executed within the browser [5]. This type of attack
can be avoided by cleaning the input, by encoding
the output, or both. Our results confirm that the tool
is able to find gaps in the categories that have been
developed and corrected. This approach involves
two approaches that appear to be perpendicular:
that is, humans who record the understanding of
vulnerabilities become members of the apparently
orthogonal approach to the immediate acquisition
of this understanding. More security can be
obtained through two types of tests, especially the
program to ensure the time of performance of
corrections to their functions, and regression tests
to ensure that application behavior remains as it is
with good entries. Our approach is to correct the
code immediately, after identifying the weaknesses
are done through the corruption analyzer and also
the data extraction element [6]. The Point Analyzer
returns data about the vulnerability, including its
class, as well as the weak code fragment. Each
PTSD branch corresponds to a polluted variable
and contains a subdivision for each type of code in
which the variable is contaminated. We define.
III. CONCLUSION:
Our approach was implemented in the WAP tool,
and a pilot evaluation was conducted and there is a
wide range of PHP applications. This approach
directly contributes to the integrity of web
applications by removing vulnerabilities and not
allowing programmers to study directly from their
mistakes. Choose a representative set of
weaknesses recognized by the uncertainty analyst,
check whether positive results are wrong or
otherwise, extract some features, evaluate their
standard correlation with false positive and
incorrect candidate ratings, and choose the right
position., And select parameters from the
workbook. This latter aspect is enabled by
introducing fixes such as the following common
security encryption practices, so that programmers
can learn about these practices by seeing
vulnerabilities and how they have been removed.
WAP also modifies alias analysis and analysis to
detect vulnerabilities, although it goes further by
correcting the code. In addition, Pixy analyzes only
the unit level, while WAP performs a global
analysis.
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